Abstract.
Introduction
Throughout this paper the term probability will designate any positive, finitelyadditive measure on an algebra # of subsets of il, assuming value 1 at il. We turn our attention to the case in which ß and m are probabilities on (il, J), with ß absolutely continuous with respect to (w.r.t.) m [for each e > 0 there exists S > 0 such that ß(E) < e whenever E £ $ and m(E) < ô]. Even if this condition holds, ß need not admit any "exact" Radon-Nikodym derivative w.r.t. m . Actually, under that hypothesis, Bochner [2] states that, given e > 0, there exists a simple function fi, such that | JE fe dm -ß(E)\ < e for all E in $. Later, the same theorem is proved again by various authors at various times (cf. Bhaskara Rao and Bhaskara Rao [1, Chapter 6 and Notes and Comments to Chapter 6] ). A few of them deal with the problem of finding necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of exact Radon-Nikodym derivatives. In particular, Maynard [8] provides a complete solution to the problem at issue. De Finetti [5] already had pointed out the connections between the existence of an exact Radon-Nikodym derivative and certain properties of the lower boundary of the convex hull of the range of (m, ß), under the hypothesis that 5 coincides with the power set of il, and m is strongly continuous [for each e > 0 there exists a partition {E\, ... , E"} of Q in # such that m(E¿) < e for every i]. Recently, de Finetti's approach has been basically taken up again by Candeloro and Martellotti [3] , supposing that m is strongly continuous, 5 is a cr-algebra, and the exact derivative is picked within the class of real Borelmeasurable functions. In spite of these restrictions, essentially analogous to those originally considered by de Finetti, the above authors have resorted to some quite sophisticated instruments.
This paper aims at showing that de Finetti's [5] reasoning can be extended, with slight adjustments, to any pair (m, p) of probabilities, not necessarily strongly continuous, on (il, $). In particular, Candeloro and Martellotti's results follow from ours, which do rely solely on elementary facts. Section 1 includes a few definitions that are used in subsequent sections; specifically, the concept of concentration function is expounded, because it characterizes de Finetti's approach. Section 2 exhibits some properties of the concentration function of ß w.r.t. m when ß possesses an exact derivative w.r.t. m . Section 3 shows that these properties suffice for ß to admit a density w.r.t. m, or at least, w.r.t. some unique extension of m .
Preliminaries
The first result we quote is the extensibility of any probability from an algebra, of subsets of il, to a larger one. Precisely, suppose m isa probability on an algebra £ and 5* an algebra of subsets of il with 5* d5; then there exists at least one probability m* on 5*, such that m*(A) = m(A) for all A in $.
Many of our future developments are based on the notion of integrability in the sense of Dunford and Schwartz [6] . We recall this notion quoting from Bhaskara Rao and Bhaskara Rao [1, Chapter 4] . Let m be a probability on (il, #) and / a simple function with representation / = £)*", c,7£j, for some real numbers c\, ... , ck and partition {E\, ... , Ek} of il in #. Then, the real number Yl¡=\ c¡m(Ei) is said to be the integral of the simple function f. In order to define integrals of a larger class of functions, one can introduce the concept of hazy convergence of a sequence {fn}^Li of functions from il to R, according to which /"->/, as n -> oo, if for each e > 0 : inf{m(B): B £$, B D B(n, e)} -> 0 as/?->oo, where B(n, e) = {co £ il: \fn(co) -f(co)\ > e}. Then, a function /: il -» [-oo, oo] is said to be integrable, in the sense of Dunford and Schwartz, if there exists a sequence {fn}%Li of simple functions such that (i) {fn)T=\ converges hazily to / and (ii) lim", ^oo fa\fn-fk\dm = 0. If / is integrable, then the integral of f is denoted by Jafdm and is defined to be the number lim^oo Jaf" dm ; further, the sequence {fn}^Li is called a determining sequence for f. Another notion of great importance for forthcoming developments is that of concentration function. In this section we suppose that a nonnegative w-integrable function / exists such that (2.1) [ f(co)m(dco) = p(A) for all-in 5, Ja and we expound a few simple properties of the range of (m, p). Let 5* be any algebra, including #, w.r.t. which / turns out to be Borelmeasurable. After selecting a probability m*, which extends m from # to 5*, define the functions 77(r) = m*({o) £ il: f(to) < t}) reR,
Since f is m-integrable, one can choose a sequence of simple functions, {fn}T=i ' converging hazily to / w.r.t. m (cf. §1). Obviously, {/n}£U converges hazily to / w.r.t. m* as well. Thus, at any continuity point t of 77, the latter can be expressed as Second, (x, y/(x)) £ R(m*, p*) in case x = H(t -0) or x = H(t + 0) for some t. Indeed, take a sequence {tn}^Li such that, respectively, tn f t or tn | r, and define B" = {co: f(co) < t"} and xn = H(t"). Then xn -► x, so that, by continuity of ^, (m*(B"), p*(B")) = (x" , y/(x")) -» (x, yt(x)).
Third, for every E £$* and x e (0, 1), m*(E) > x implies /¿*(7?) > ^(x). In fact, let x e [77(i -0), 77(i + 0)] for some t, and take any sequence {tn}%Lx such that tn f t. Then, again setting xn = H(t") and B" = {co: /(tu) < r"} , we obtain p*(E) = p*(Bn)+ [ fdm*-[ fdm*
JehBc" JEcr\B"
> p*(Bn) + tnm*(E n Be") -tnm*(Ec n Bn)
Let <f>* be the concentration function of p* w.r.t. m*. The third of the above remarks implies that y/(x) < <j)*(x) for all x, while the first and the second assure that y/(x) > <t>*(x) whenever x is adherent to the range of 77. In particular, ip(x) = <f>*(x) for every x not interior to an interval on which y/ is linear. Consequently, since y/ < 4>*, and since y/ and <f>* are both convex, it must be y/(x) = <f>*(x) for each x in [0, 1] . Now let us turn to the concentration function, <f>, of p w.r.t. m . If x = 77(r -0) or x = H(t + 0) for some t, it is always possible to select the above sequence {tn}'%Li in the set of continuity points of 77. In that case, using relation (2.2), for each e > 0 a set B £ 5 can be found such that \m(B) -x| < e and \p(B) -y/(x)\ < e. Consequently (x, y/(x)) £ R(m,p), and since <f> > (f>* -y/, this proves that <f> = y/ . In short, Let us consider the set V defined in (1.1). In view of (B), V = V(yi). On the other hand, thanks to the left-continuity of the quantile function q, one deduces that q coincides with the left-hand derivative of y/ . Thus, V can be equivalently referred to q. For our purposes, another point concerning V is stressed. To summarize this section, we have shown that if (m, p) satisfies (2.1) on (il, #), then an algebra 5* d5 and a collection {Bx: x £ V} c 3* are available, where B\ = il and V = V(<j>), which satisfy the following condition: for every probability m*, extending m to £*, there is a probability p*, extending p to 'S*, such that 4>* = 4>, and m*(Bx) = x, p*(Bx) = <f>*(x) for every x in V.
It should also be stressed that under the condition just quoted, m has a unique extension to the algebra, fo > generated by £ and {Bx : x £ V}; this fact, however, is proved in the next section (cf. Theorem 3.1).
Exact Radon-Nikodym theorem for probabilities
This section aims at obtaining an exact Radon-Nikodym theorem for probabilities and at analysing some of its consequences. The idea that is used in proving our main results draws on § §6, 7 of de Finetti [5] .
In what follows (m, p) are probabilities on (il, $), (f> is the concentration function of p w.r.t. m, and g is the left-hand derivative of <f>. We will essentially be concerned with the next condition (here formulated for a generic pair of probabilities (v, X), defined on any algebra sé of subsets of il, <f> denoting the concentration function of X w.r. Let us start by noting that, up to null sets, {Bx : x £ V] is a nested collection of sets. such that (i) t( 1, n), t(2, n), ... , t(N-1, n) are not in A ; (ii) t(i, n) = t(3i, n + 1) for i = 0, I, ... , N; (iii) max{i(z, n) -t(i -1, n) : i = 1, ... , N} < 2~" . Define x(i, n) = sup{x € [0, 1]: g(x) < t(i, n)}, n £ N and i -1, ... , N. The points x(i, n) are in V for all n and i. In fact, if x(i, n) = 1 then x(i, n) £ V. Otherwise, since g is left-continuous, it must be either g(x(i, n)) < t(i, n) or g(x(i, n)) -t(i, n). In the latter case, since t(i, n) £ A then x(i, n) belongs to V ; in the former, g has a jump at x(i, n) so that x(i, n) is again in V .
After -1) , n -l), 1] and to the points y¡ -x(i, n), i = 1, ... , N(n), with T^i""1' in the place of Bx for each x in V. Since F^¡~^_x) = Fx"l,n) > we set: cx(i,n) = F$>H) for i = 1, ... , N(n), so that {Cx : x £ Zn} D {Cx: x £ Z"_i}.
At this point, let us put, for every neN, E\,n = CX(i;"), Ei>n = CX(i>n)\Cx(i~i,n) for i = 2, ... , N(n) and AT(n) fn(co) = 5^r(i-1, n)7£/n(tu) tueíí. i=i By construction, {/i}£i, is an increasing sequence of simple functions converging to / hazily w.r.t. m, where
Indeed, if co is in Ex>n, then x,« < x(l, «), so that g(0) < g(xa) < g(x(\, n)) < g(0)+2~n . Otherwise, if tu is in £,;fl , i = 2, ... , N, then xa £ [x(i -1, n), x(i, n)]. On the other hand, since t(i -1, n) < g(xw) < t(i, n) whenever x(i -1, n) < xw < x(i, n), and since t(i, n) -t(i -1, n) < 2~n , one deduces We will show that JEfndm -» p(E), for every E in $, as n -» oo. Fix n £ N, i = 1, ... , N(n), and set x(0, n) = 0, C0 = 0 ; the convexity of <j> implies: <t>(
Let £65 and a := m(Cx{i-Kn) U (En £,-,")). Then 0(a) < /ivC^-r;») u (B n £,-,")) = 0(x(i -1, «)) + /i{£ n 7sf>") which, denoting the right-hand derivative of 0 by <j>'+ and assuming that x(z -1, n) < x(i, n), yields
Further, if x(z'-l, n) = x(i, n), then t(i-\, n)m(EnEi>n) = 0 = p(EnEit"), and (3.4) still holds. From (3.3) and (3.4) it follows that: p(E n Er,n) = ß(Eiin)-n(Ecr\EitH) < t(i, n)m(Ei,n)-t(i-\, n)m(EcnEi,n) < 2-nm(Ei,tt)+ t(i -1, n)m(E n Eitn). Together with (3.4) the last inequality gives (3.5) 0<p(EnEit")-t(il,n)m(EnEi,") < 2u-Hm(Ei,").
Noting that 0 < p(E n Ccx{N n)) < p(Ccx(N n)) = 1 -<j>(x(N, n)), and summing (3.5) for i= 1, ..., N(n), one obtains 0 < p(E) -f f"dm< 2~nx(N(n), n) + 1 -(ß(x(N(n), «)).
Je By the continuity of 0> x(N(n), n) -> 1 implies that 4>(x(N(n), «)) -> 0(1) = 1 ; hence JE f" dm -» p(E).
Since {/¡}~i is a monotonie sequence, and since J^fndm -^ p(il), one easily verifies that Ja\f" -fk\dm -> 0 as n, k -► oo. Consequently, / is w-integrable and {/Jjji, is a determining sequence for / (cf. §1), so that: JEfdm = lim^oo JE fn dm = p(E) for all E in $, and this completes the proof. D
Our next goal is to show that the necessary condition, pointed out at the end of §2, is sufficient for p to have a density w.r.t. m. More precisely, we will find that this statement holds provided that we introduce a slight modification of the usual notion of density of p w.r.t. m.
In order to describe such a modification, let us note that the above-mentioned condition states the existence of an algebra #0 D $, such that m admits a unique extension, mo, from # to 5o • Moreover, it states the existence of an mo-integrable function / such that JEfdmo = p(E) for every E in g\ Because of the uniqueness of the extension of m to 3u > it seems reasonable to view the possible lack of a density of p w.r.t. m as immaterial. Hence, in such a case, we say that p has a density w.r.t. m on 5o and write fEfdm in the place of JEfdmo, for every E in 5. We adopt this notion of density to state the following exact Radon-Nikodym theorem for finitely-additive probabilities. Theorem 3.1. Suppose that an algebra 5* 3 5 and a collection {Bx : x £ V} c S* are available, where By = il and V -V((j>), satisfying the following condition: for every probability m*, extending m to 3* , there is a probability p*, extending p to $*, such that <f>* = 0 and condition (a) holds for (m*, p*) ((f)* being the concentration function of p* w.r.t. m*). Then m has a unique extension to the algebra Jo > generated by 5 and {Bx : x £ V}, and p has a density w.r.t. m o« SoProof. By Lemma 3.2, p(E) = JEfdm* for all E in $, whatever the extension m* of m is. Also, thanks to its construction, / is integrable w.r.t. the restriction of tn* to £0 (cf. proof of Lemma 3.2). Finally, the uniqueness of the extension of m to 5o is an immediate consequence of the following fact. First, we state a generalization of Theorem 3.3 of Candeloro and Martellotti [3] . Unlike the original version, the following corollary does not assume the strong continuity of m . 
